
 

ACS Submission: Access to Banking Protocol Review 

ACS (the Association of Convenience Stores) welcomes the opportunity to respond to the 

independent review of the Access to Banking Protocol. ACS represents over 33,500 local 

shops with members including SPAR UK, One Stop, Costcutter Supermarkets and 

thousands of independent retailers. 407,000 staff are employed in over 50,000 convenience 

stores in mainland Britain. 

ACS’ Community Barometer provides insights into what consumers, retailers and local 

councillors feel about the provisions of shops and other local commercial services in their 

community. It finds that post offices are the most desired service by all groups, with 

convenience stores rated second, 20% of which now host post offices following the Network 

Transformation Programme1. However, banking services are an important component to 

commercial ecosystems throughout local communities and provide important financial 

support for business, as recognised through retailers rating banks as the second most 

positive service for the local area2. Therefore, maintaining access to banking services is 

important for both businesses and consumers following a bank branch closure. Some of 

these banking services can be offered through a post office in a convenience store but the 

financial incentives for their operation by store retailers are declining, thereby threatening the 

Post Office Network’s capability to provide these banking services.   

Convenience stores offer a broad range of goods and services to meet ever-changing 

consumer demands. Alongside parcel services (28%) and recycling services (26%), 38% 

provide a free-to-use ATM and 16% offer a charging ATM3.  

Many convenience retailers host ATM machines for commercial reasons; it drives footfall in 

store, the majority (81%) of their customers pay by cash4 and it supports the vibrancy 

surrounding local parades and high streets.  However, the important provision of ATMs is 

under threat due to the increased burden of business rates. We want to ensure that the BBA 

is aware of this threat to the provision of ATM machines and the potential impact it will have 

on the ‘continued provision’ criteria for banking services and access to cash in the access to 

banking protocol.   

The British Bankers’ Association’s agreement with the Department for Business, Innovation 

and Skills in 2015 to commit banks to put satisfactory alternative banking services in place 

before a branch is closed should be upheld5. Free-to-use ATMs, Post Office branches and 
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the proximity of alternative branches and banking provisions should be reviewed following 

this consultation process.  

Business Rates and ATMs 

In 2013, the Valuation Office Agency (VOA) ruled that a ‘through the wall’ ATM that can be 

accessed from the front of the shop should have a separate business rates bill to the main 

business. This Bill is issued to the financial institution and then, in the majority of cases, 

billed backed to the retailer. Permanent ATMs are rated on a turnover-based system with 

each ATM liable for an average annual bill of up to £6,0006 - for some small retailers this is 

more than they will pay for their overall business rates bill. 

As convenience retailers seek ways to reduce business expenditure to cope with rising 

employment costs from the National Living Wage, auto-enrolment pensions and other 

burdens, the banking industry may no longer be able to rely on ATM provision to be 

available through retail outlets. This will result in consumers being unable to access cash or 

having to use fee paying machines to access cash and other banking facilities. 

The Importance of Cash Access for High Streets, Consumers and Businesses 

ATMs are high street enablers, providing shared benefits to a range of traders and allowing 

consumers to access their cash and spend it within their local communities. The functioning 

of traditional markets remains heavily reliant on cash as a payment method.  

Consumers are reliant on the everyday availability of cash when shopping. A Populus survey 

of 4,000 high street shoppers shows that 99% of consumers use cash as a weekly form of 

payment. Of these, 65% use cash as a payment method either always or often7. According 

to the Payments Council, 1.6 million consumers in the UK rely disproportionately on cash, 

and 98%8 of cash withdrawals were made at free-to-use ATMs in 2014.  

Cash also carries a budgeting advantage for the public. Some consumers find it easier to 

budget with cash than with other payments because cash budgeting can offer a high degree 

of transparency, security and flexibility that is not delivered by account-based money 

management.  

Although convenience retailers are investing in digital payment methods, they will remain 

reliant on cash payments. 54% of stores offer cash back and 33% offer contactless 

payments9. Nonetheless, 52% of high street retailers remain heavily reliant on cash 

payments.10 

Implications for Access to Banking Policy 

Access to cash will remain important despite the rise of other payment methods. The value 

of cash payments is expected to remain stable, only decreasing by 5% from £257 billion in 
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2015 to £245 billion in 202411. The volume of debit card cashback withdrawals is set to fall 

by 30%12 by 2024 while cash machines continue to evolve, with some offering services 

beyond dispensing cash as consumer expectations shift in the digital age. Therefore, ATMs 

will remain the predominant means of accessing cash for the foreseeable future.  

650 banks ceased trading in 2015. This has particularly hit rural communities and it is 

estimated that there are now over 1,250 communities without a bank in the UK. A third of all 

key local government stakeholders surveyed said that the reduction in the number of high 

street bank branches has created cash accessibility problems locally. Over a quarter have 

received representations from local businesses about a lack of access to cash locally. These 

concerns are linked to bank branch closures in 85% of cases and reductions in ATM 

provision13.    

Thousands of free-to-use ATMs may no longer be financially viable due to changes in the 

rateable values of ATMs. As the ATM industry transfers these costs to the retailer, retailers 

increasingly cannot sustain ATM provisions. The banking industry should work with the ATM 

industry, ATM operators and local communities to retain cash availability when a branch 

closes. This should be done through genuine efforts to maintain ATM provision when banks 

are delivering the Access to Banking Protocol.  

Post Offices 

Under the Network Transformation programme, many convenience stores have taken on 

Post Office services and effectively subsidise their provision. 20%14 of convenience stores 

now host a Post Office and 97%15 of the Post Office network is operated by franchise 

partners or sub-postmasters, who are independent business people. The Post Office 

network and the services it provides are now heavily reliant on the prosperity of host stores.  

However, the number of Post Offices in the network is in decline. There were 18,393 

branches in 2000, compared to 11,634 in 201516. The negative trend in the number of Post 

Offices has continued since Network Transformation, which transferred the costs of 

operating Post Offices to the retailer in a similar way that the ATM industry has done by 

transferring costs associated with business rates to the retailer. Similar to ATMs, Post 

Offices are expected to drive footfall for the store in exchange for the retailer subsidising 

their provision. However, no quantitative research has been undertaken on the impact of 

Post Offices on store footfall. 

Over the years sub-postmasters fees for counter transactions have declined in real terms17. 

This means that Post Office services hosted by convenience stores are under threat and in 

decline. Recognising the additional costs associated with providing post office services ‘out 
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of hours’ and rises in employment costs borne from the National Living Wage, auto-

enrolment pensions and business responsibility for funding Statutory Sick Pay amongst 

others, and providing banking services offered by Post Office Limited is becoming 

increasingly questionable as a business model for many retailers.      

For these reasons, the Access to Banking Protocol should ensure that banks provide 

adequate remuneration to operators of these banking and Post Office services when they 

exit an area.   

Local Authorities and Discretionary Rate Relief 

Local authorities should consider the availability of cash through ATMs in their economic 

strategies to ensure that they are supporting small businesses and high streets. Local 

authorities have existing powers through the Localism Act 2011 to provide Discretionary 

Rate Relief for any business they deem fit. Currently only 39 out of 326 councils have used 

these powers in anyway, despite it being 50% funded by central government18. 

We would like to see more actions from local authorities to consider providing rate relief for 

ATMs to support retailers to sustain this provision and provide communities with access to 

cash. This is increasingly important as bank branches continue to close and the costs of 

operating machines increase. We urge the BBA to consider the approach that the Valuation 

Office Agency and Department for Communities and Local Government will have on the 

Access to Banking Protocol. 

For more information on this submission, please contact Steve Dowling, ACS Public 

Affairs Assistant, via steve.dowling@acs.org.uk / 01252 533009.    
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